−371.81 (SN)±128.19 (BAO)) km s −1 is consistent with Planck constrains for the flat ΛCDM model. We also report that higher expansion history rates h(z) (among the possibilities) as well as lower-bound values of H 0 r d result in better internal consistency among the independent data (H(z)r d and d A (z)/r d from BAO at z = 0.32 and z = 0.57 and d L from JLA) we used in this work. This can be interpreted as an interesting and independent support of Planck cosmology without using any cosmic microwave background data. We then combine these observables to test the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric and the flatness of the Universe in a model-independent way at two redshifts, namely 0.32 and 0.57, by introducing a new diagnostic for flat-FLRW, Θ(z), which only depends on observables of BAO and SN data. Our results are consistent with a flat-FLRW Universe within 2σ.
Introduction
The current concordance model of the Universe relies on the important assumptions that the Universe is isotropic and homogeneous on large scale, and that gravity is described by General Relativity. Under these assumptions, the solution to Einstein's field equations is the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric. Considering other aspects of the concordance model, such as assumption of the power-law form of the primordial spectrum and assuming cosmological constant as dark energy, we can make predictions on the behaviour of the Universe in different contexts and confront it with cosmological observations to constrain its six basic parameters. However, testing different assumptions of the standard model of cosmology, including its curvature and metric, is still of primordial importance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Supernovae (SN) can be used to trace the expansion history of the Universe, and have revealed its recent acceleration [11] [12] [13] . In addition, the baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) can probe the growth of structures [14] [15] [16] is the sound horizon at the drag epoch, and Ω b and Ω r are the baryon and radiation density parameters at z = 0. In this work we use a non-parametric approach to derive H 0 r d , combining independent data from supernovae and baryon acoustic oscillations, and test the consistency of the results. Using some local measurements of H 0 we can then estimate the value of r d in a non-parametric and model-independent manner. Measuring r d model-independently avoids to bias the results toward a particular cosmological model [17, 18] . We should also note that in our paper we use a non-parametric approach to reconstruct the expansion history of the universe and this makes our results even free from assuming any particular parametric form. We then test the FLRW metric and flatness of the Universe using a non-parametric and model-independent approach depending on the observables directly.
Section 2 describes the method used in this study, and the results are presented in § 3. In § 4 we discuss about our results and conclude.
Method
In a FLRW metric, the curvature parameter Ω k is constant with redshift (its associated energy varies like Ω k (1 + z) 2 ) and the luminosity distance can be written as [19] :
where
is the Hubble distance, d A is the angular diameter distance, and
for a FLRW universe where the equation of state of dark energy is w(z) = P/ρ (w(z) = −1 for the cosmological constant). It is also useful to work with the dimensionless comoving distance defined as
The main idea here -to test the curvature, FLRW metric, estimate H 0 r d , and test the internal consistency between different observations -is to obtain D(z) -D (z) and d A (z)/r d -H(z)r d from independent measurements without assuming a cosmological model. In order to get D (z), we can evaluate D(z) at all redshifts using the distance modulus of supernovae and calculate its derivative. In this work, we use the JLA sample [20] . In [3, 21, 22] , the authors introduced a non-parametric method to reconstruct the luminosity distances from supernovae data by iteratively smoothing the residuals. The log-normal smoothing kernel and iterative approach used in [3, 21, 22] has shown the effectiveness of the method in direct reconstruction as it has already been implemented succesfully in different contexts. Non-parametric methods can be very useful because they are model-independent, which enables them to look for unexpected features in the data beyond the flexibility of parametric approaches. The actual quantity recovered by this method is [3] 
On the other hand, d A (z)/r d and H(z)r d can be measured directly by the baryonic acoustic oscillations, for instance from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) DR12 [15] . We combine all these results for the purposes of this work.
Smoothing
In our procedure we go through the following steps:
1. Start with different initial guess models, 2. Iteratively smooth the data with a kernel similar to what has been proposed before, using N iter iterations, 3. Only keep those reconstructions that yield a better χ 2 than a reference model.
We use the best-fit flat ΛCDM as our reference model. Note that we do not consider these reconstructions to be necessarily more probable than the reference model. We use the reference model only as a criterion to accept a non-exhaustive sample of reconstructions with plausible and probable expansion histories.
In order to explore the allowed D, we start with different initial guesses: best-fit flat-ΛCDM open ΛCDM, wCDM, standard CDM (Ω m = 1), open CDM (Ω m + Ω k = 1), empty universe (Ω k = 1), de Sitter universe (Ω Λ = 1), as well as flat-ΛCDM universes with Ω m = 0.1, . . . , 0.9.
We followed [3, 21, 22] and used a log-normal kernel to smooth the supernovae data, taking into account the errors in µ. We start from an initial guessμ 0 (z i ) at the input data z i (see previous section). The smooth distance modulus at iteration n + 1 is then calculated bŷ
whereμ n (z) is the reconstructed distance modulus at any redshift z, while µ(z i ) and σ i are the measured distance modulus and its associated error at redshift z i ; and N (z) is a normalisation factor. At each iteration, we calculate the χ 2 defined as
where C is the data covariance matrix. Note that the supernovae data provide us with
and M is the absolute magnitude.
Following [3] , we used ∆ = 0.3 since the number of supernovae and their uncertainties are of the same order as in [3] . In practice, we used N iter = 200, and keep only iterations that yield a better χ 2 than the reference model. We used the best-fit flat ΛCDM as our reference model. This leaves us with about 1600 trajectories of D with better χ 2 than the reference model.
In order to obtain
we numerically calculate the derivative of D and also impose D (z = 0) = 1.
Error propagation
To combine the results from smoothing with the BAO data, we propagate the errors to combine the uncertainties from reconstruction of the expansion history from supernovae data and the uncertainties of the H(z) from BAO data. The errors on BAO (H(z)r d and d A /r d ) are propagated in the same way as in [3] , taking into account the correlation between them, and adding external sources (such as H 0 ) when needed. The errors due to the reconstructions from the SNIa data are taken into account in the following way. We the median as the central value, and we used the minimum and maximum derived values at each redshift to set the errors. Therefore we quote two kinds of errors of different nature, namely SN and BAO. We should note here again that all reconstructions used here have a better likelihood than the best-fit flat-ΛCDM model (our reference model). In other words, the results derived in this work represent possibilities that all have reasonable likelihood (and better than the best-fit ΛCDM model) given the data. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed D (solid lines) and D' (dashed lines) for several initial guesses. All the curves shown here have a better χ 2 than the reference model (best-fit ΛCDM).
Results

Smooth reconstruction
For the sake of visualization, we only plotted every fourth reconstruction. We colour-coded the curves (according to their value of D(z) at z = 1.4) since each reconstructed D(z) has its own corresponding (correlated) D (z). The agreement in D at low-z is very good, owing to the large number of data points, while at higher redshifts the constraints are less strong and different models start to deviate from each other. In our range of interest, z = 0.32-0.57, the agreement is of the order of 1%. However, D' shows some stronger deviation for different models which is expected considering it to be a derivative of D.
Estimation of H 0 r d and testing observational consistencies
In the previous section, we reconstructed D (z) at any redshift from the supernovae data. Under assumption of flatness (eq. 2.4), we have h(z) = 1/D (z). We can combine it with H(z)r d obtained from the radial mode of the BAO to estimate
We will refer to this as method A. Alternatively, combining eqs. (2.1) and (2.4), we can write However, when considering both methods simultaneously, reconstructions yielding higher values of H 0 r d (yellow points) appear to be in tension between the two methods. On the contrary, lower values of H 0 r d 9800 km s −1 are preferred combining results of both methods at both redshifts.
We also calculated the best-fit value of H 0 r d using the flat-ΛCDM Markov chains (TT, TE, EE, LowP, and lensing) from [23] :
and we show it as a green square. The lower values of H 0 r d are consistent with these results, while the higher value, inconsistent together, are also inconsistent with Planck. We then calculated the weighted average of H 0 r d over the two redshifts for each reconstruction for methods A and B, and reported the median value in table 1. The third column is the error due to the smoothing of the SN data, given by the minimal and maximal H 0 r d over all reconstructions, and the fourth column shows the errors due to BAO. The results 
±128.19
from both methods are consistent with the flat-ΛCDM model (eq. 3.3). Method B has smaller error-bars and does not assume flatness, therefore we chose it as our main result.
Using an external measurement of H 0 , we can then estimate r d . Table 2 shows our estimation of r d from method B, for the two values of H 0 from Riess [24] (R16) and Rigault (R15) [25] . The medians and errors are estimated in the same way as those of H 0 r d . The values of r d obtained from H 0 from R15 are fully consistent the ΛCDM best-fit value of [23] , while with H 0 from R16, the results are consistent within 2σ. In spite of the large error-bars, our approach gives a fully model-independent estimation of r d where we even used a non-parametric approach in reconstruction of the expansion history. We should emphasize here that the tight constraints on H 0 r d for the ΛCDM model are due to parametric nature of data fitting. Otherwise, our reconstructions all have better likelihood to the data than the best-fit ΛCDM model.
Curvature test: Θ(z) and O k (z)
The O k (z) diagnostic [1, 3, 7, 10] was introduced to test the FLRW metric as well as the curvature of the Universe.
In a FLRW metric, O k (z) is constant and equal to Ω k . In a flat-FLRW metric, one has
Therefore, O k can be seen as a curvature test, and (if consistent with a constant value), gives the curvature density parameter, while Θ(z) = 1 is a yes/no test to flat-FLRW. By noticing that h(z) = H(z)r d /H 0 r d , one can combine the BAO data with H 0 r d calculated from eq. (3.2) in § 3.2. Both diagnostics can then be rewritten fully in terms of observables, as
where D and D are obtained by smoothing method ( § 2.1), H(z)r d and d A (z)/r d are given by the radial and tranverse mode of the BAO [15] , and F AP (z) = (1 + z)d A (z)/c(z) is the Alcock-Pazcynski anisotropy parameter. We stress that in eq. (3.6), the first parenthesis depends on the BAO measurements, while the second one depends on the smooth supernovae data. In this new formulation, both statistics thus come entirely from the BAO and SN data, unlike in [3] where the authors also used H 0 , and are fully model-independent. Regarding O k , the reconstructions with higher expansion history show better consistency with a flat-FLRW universe at both redshifts. We should note that any inconsistency can be interpreted in two ways: (1) the metric is indeed not FLRW, and therefore O k is not equal to Ω k . (2) There is some systematics in the supernovae and/or in the BAO data. If the metric is flat-FLRW, then Θ = 1 translate into
Therefore, an inconsistency between the two datasets can break the equality. One should note that it is possible to test this equality relation using only the observables of BAO and supernovae data taking into account all correlations.
It is interesting to notice we have reached an era where such litmus tests can be directly applied to the data to test the pillars of the concordance model with a reasonable precision. Future surveys will be able to bring down those errors, thus to improve the constrain on the flatness without parametric model assumptions.
Discussion and conclusion
Using the most recent BAO and supernovae data (BOSS DR 12 and JLA), we estimated H 0 r d , where r d is the sound horizon at the drag epoch, in a model-independent way. We calculated H 0 r d = (10 033.20 Using two astrophysical values of H 0 , we derive r d without using any parameterization and in a model-independent way. While the error-bars are large, the results using the Rigault measurement of H 0 are consistent with the Planck estimated value of the concordance model, while those using the Riess measurements show some tension with Planck.
We then tested the FLRW metric and the flatness of the Universe at redshifts 0.32 and 0.57. We used O k and introduced a new diagnostic Θ(z) = h(z)D (z) to quantify departure from flatness and FLRW. For a flat-FLRW Universe, Θ(z) = 1. Our statistics can be fully written in terms of observables (H(z)r d , d A (z)/r d , D(z) and D (z)), and our test is therefore fully model-independent. We found some hints that there might be some inconsistency with flat-FLRW (Fig. 3) , which may point to some systematics in the BAO or/and SN data or toward an actual departure from flatness. However, the results are still consistent with data fluctuations, therefore, better data are needed to conclude. Interestingly, the quality of the data has reached a level where we can consider such direct litmus tests very much plausible.
We should note here that there have been many articles in the literature using H(z) derived from age of passively evolving galaxies through the cosmic chronometers approach [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . However, to derive H(z) through this approach we have to make strong assumptions on galaxy evolution characteristics. Therefore in our work we did not use any H(z) data derived from age of passively evolving galaxies and our analysis is solely based on the BAO data from the BOSS survey.
Our internal consistency tests show some interesting results. While we expect to see a proper consistency between derived values of H 0 r d using LOWZ and CMASS data considering both d A (z) and H(z) observations, we realized some considerable tensions. Having the expansion history directly derived from supernovae data we noticed that only by considering lower values of H 0 r d (around 10 4 km s −1 and also considering larger expansion history rate (darker lines in Fig. 1 for D(z) ), we can have consistent results between all measurements. This is particularly important looking at the results from CMASS data. This somehow supports the cosmological parameters from Planck concordance model cosmology (lower H 0 and higher Ω m ) without using the cosmic microwave background data. Future surveys, such as DESI, will measure H(z)r d at several redshifts with smaller uncertainties. Using these values, we can test the flatness and the metrics in a wider range and with much higher precision and accuracy.
